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Nuclear weapons have the capability of maintaining stable
relations between nuclear neighbors at strategic level but at
the same time prove disappointing at the lower edge of
spectrum. This speculation is called 'stability-instability
paradox'. This paper investigates the extent to which the
theory is applicable in lndo-Pak relations. By drawing a
comparison between pre and post nuclear crises between
India and Pakistan, the study analyses that post-nuclearized
South Asia has been characterized by a number of crises and
near crises situations, but the introduction of tactical
nuclear weapons has toned down the fragile environment.
Further, stability at conventional level is being threatened
by some aspirant Indian moves, like Ballistic Missile
Defense. The study concludes that
new strategic
developments by India demands a quantitative and
qualitative up-gradation of Pakistan's nuclear weapons and
delivery system, survivable command and control system,
reliable early warning system and a change of its nuclear
posture. The study postulates that if the balance of terror
tilted in Indian favor, the prevalent stability-instability
paradox will turn into a total instability.
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Introduction

The hidden nuclear capabilities of India and Pakistan did not force
them to normalize their relations. They remained highly unsuccessful in
curtailing mutual mistrust and hatred between the historic rivals. The
detonation

of nuclear devices

in

1998 and

the

resultant overt

nuclearization of region gave rise to a global debate regarding possible
impacts of the new technology over the prevailing regional strategic
environment. Scholars, academicians and strategists were divided over the
possible, stabilizing or disastrous, effects of nuclear weapons. Two major
groups were nuclear optimists and nuclear pessimists.
Proliferation pessimists voice for the negative impacts of nuclear
weapons. They are of the view that Cold War stability was based on a
number of military and political factors; like strategic parity, absence of
territorial disputes and historical rivalry1, which are almost missing in the
new regional strategic calculus2. Scott D. Sagan, a prominent pessimist, is
of the view that chances of accidental nuclear uses, crises instability and
preventive wars get heightened with the advent of new nuclear capable
states 3 • This group of scholars believes that, unlike Cold War, leaders of the
developing countries will never hesitate to use the ultimate weapon in
pursuit of their objectives and for securing their national interests 4 •
Proliferation optimists, however, view nuclear weapons as a stabilizer,
having the force to press rivals towards peaceful coexistence. In the words
of Kenneth Waltz, a nuclear optimist: Presence of nuclear weapons craft
exceptionally cautious behavior in states .... Why fight if you can't win much
and might lose everything 5 ?
In fact Cold War rivals, USA and USSR, were allies in the Second World War.
David J. Karl, "Proliferation Pessimism and Emerging Nuclear Powers" (International
Security: vol 21, no 3, MIT Press, 1996-1997) P 87-119.
3 Matthew Kroenig, "Beyond Optimism and Pessimism: The Differential Effects of Nuclear
Proliferation," (Managing the Atom Working Paper No. 2009-14, Harvard Kennedy School,
Harvard University, 2009)
4
David J. Karl, "Proliferation Pessimism and Emerging Nuclear Powers" (International
Security: vol 21, no 3, MIT Press, 1996-1997) P 87-119.
1

2

5

Ibid, p 90.
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As far as South Asia is concerned, optimists argue that with the advent
of nuclear weapons, a balance of terror has emerged which will play its
role in the preservation of peace and stability because nuclear war means
mutual suicide 6 • On the other hand, pessimists assume that keeping in
view the deep rooted Inda-Pakistan rivalry; nuclear weapons will result
into chaos and instability because of the high probability of crises
escalation into conventional war and nuclear exchanges.7 Further, keeping
in view the level of mutual mistrust between the two countries, these
scholars are concerned about the possibility of accidental and unauthorized use8 •
Apart from pessimists and optimists, a third group of scholars believes
that nuclearization will stabilize the regional situation at strategic level but
will enhance instability at the lower edge of the spectrum. These scholars
are called the proponents of stability-instability paradox. The idea of
stability-instability paradox has its origins in the Cold War, when USA and
USSR confronted each other for global dominance. Presence of the stocks
of nuclear arsenals on both sides prevented a direct confrontation but for
gaining their objectives and increasing their sphere of influence, both
super powers relied on the tools of sub-conventional warfare (proxies). 9
Based on their self-interests both powers supported the governments,
oppositions or revolutionary groups in a number of regions; like Asia,
Europe, Latin America, Africa and Middle East. Such tactics during Cold
War pushed Glenn Synder to put forward a theory of stability-instability
paradox. Snyder first referred to this concept in '1965, through his work

Balance of power and balance of terror (Balance of power and balance of
terror was a chapter in Paul Seabury's edited book, The Balance of

Michael Sheehan, The Balance ofPower: History and Theory, (London, Routledge, 1996)
Summit Ganguly& Paul Kapur, Nuclear Proliferation in South Asia: Crises Behavior and the
Bomb, (Oxon, Routledge, 2009)
8 Hamid Khan, Constitutional and political history of Pakistan {2 nd Ed), (Karachi, Oxford
University press, 2009)
9 Adel Sultan, "South Asia Stability-Instability Paradox: Another Perspective", (IPR!, vol
14, no 1, 2014), P 21-37.
6

7
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Power) 10 • To exactly quote his words: "The greater the stability of strategic
balance of power, the lower the stability of overall balance at its lower
level of violence". 11 Simply it could be said that the absence of wars and
confrontation at strategic level provides a space for the operations of
violence at lower level. Though Snyder is the father of the stabilityinstability concept but Basil Liddel Hart referred to the idea in 1954 by
arguing that,

with

the

introduction

of nuclear weapons

limited

conventional wars and guerrilla tactics will become the viable policy
options. 12
The study analyses whether and to what extent the concept is
applicable to the India-Pakistan case. By drawing a comparison between
pre and post nuclear crises between India and Pakistan, the study
investigates the factors that are leading to crises situations in the postnuclearized South Asia. The study also focuses on how the new
developments at nuclear and conventional level have impacted the South
Asian geo-strategic environment.
Post nuclearized South Asia and crisis situations
1.

Kargil Crisis and Border Stand-off
Claims of all the above mentioned groups can only be verified by the

analysis of actual situations. Within one year of nuclear explosions, India
and Pakistan faced each other in Kargil which was undoubtedly a massive
blow to the prediction of peace and stability. Escalation of the crises led to
higher nuclear risk. Keeping in view conventional asymmetry and the
failure of diplomatic efforts, threats of a nuclear exchange were
emanating. In an effort to deter conventionally superior India, Pakistan
deemed it fit to resort to dependence on nuclear weapons and declared its
10 P.R. Chari, Nuclear Crises, Escalation Control and Deterrence in South Asia, (Washington,
Stimson Center, 2003)
11 Paul Steabury, The Balance of Power, (San Francisco, Chandler, 1965)
12 E Sridharan, India-Pakistan nuclear relations: theories of deterrence and international
relations (New Delhi, Routledge, 2007)
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will to use all types of weapon and forces, if its survival and integrity was
endangered. 13 On its part, India threatened Pakistan with total destruction
if it worked out such options. 14 Reports suggest that during 1999 crises
both countries upgraded their nuclear arsenals at high alerts for meeting
any possible threat. 1s
Such an environment attracted international attention. For diffusing
tension, the US intervened and advised both governments to stop
expanding the crises. On the advice of President Clinton, General Zinni
visited Islamabad on June 24, to convince the Pakistan government for a
withdrawal plan. On June 27, PM Nawaz Sharif visited China and being
disappointed he cut short his visit and returned home. 16 On July 4th,
Pakistan's PM moved to America. Next day President Clinton and PM
Nawaz reached an agreement. In this agreement, America ensured its
effective role for the resolution of Kashmir dispute and Pakistan agreed
upon the withdrawal from Kargil. 17 On his return, Sharif called a meeting of
the defense committee of the cabinet which was followed by a meeting
with the leaders of freedom fighters. In this meeting, Pakistan requested
them for their withdrawal from Kargil heights. Crises diffused after Kargil
hills were vacated. 18
Thus Kargil war was a demonstration of the fact that the region is
surrounded by greater instability and disaster because the nuclear capable
states had just returned from the brink of a nuclear exchange. None the
less there are some other important and stunning facts about this crisis.
Unveiling the actual situation, General Ved Malik, Indian army chief during
Devint Hagerty, South Asia in world politics (USA, Rowman& Littlefield publishers,
2005)
14 Shaun Gregory, "Rethinking Strategic Stability in South Asia", (SASSU ,no 3, 2005)
15
Devint Hagerty, South Asia in world politics (USA, Rowman& Littlefield publishers
2005)
16 M. Siddique UIFarooqur, White Paper: Kargil Adventure or Trip (Lahore, Sagar
Publishers, 2006)
11 Irum Khalid, Pakistan's Foreign policy, (Lahore, Peace publications, 2013)
18
M. Siddique UlFarooqur, White Paper: Kargil Adventure or Trip (Lahore, Sagar Publishers,
2006)
13
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the crises, acknowledged the fact that nuclear capabilities and the
consequent nuclear posture of Pakistan deterred India from initiating a full
scale conventional war 19 • When Operation Vijay2° was started, the military
requested the Government of India to permit the widening of operations
across LOC for cutting the line of communication and supply line to the
infiltrators. The Government after reviewing the whole situation dismissed
all such requests and ordered its military to restrict the use of force to
Kargil. 21 On its part, Pakistan decided not to provide an air cover to its
forces/freedom fighters in the Kargil hills. All this restraint was due to the
risk of escalation in a nuclearized environment.
Instead of all the cautions during Kargil crises, it was not the last crises.
As the basic irritants between the two were not addressed, the level of
mutual mistrust and hatred reached its climax in December 2001 when a
group of terrorists attacked the Indian Parliament. Soon after the attacks
India

claimed

Pakistani

involvement. 22

For retaliating

against the

proclaimed Pakistani sponsored terrorism, the Indian government ordered
its forces to reach Pakistani border. 23 After these orders almost 500,000
troops gathered near Pakistani border. This massive mobilization was
named as operation Parakarum. 24 In response to such immense Indian
presence on its borders, Pakistan also counter deployed its forces for
responding to possible Indian aggression and gradually the situation got
intensified 25 • The reason was that both the states involved in the crises
S Kapur, "Nuclear Proliferation, Kargil Conflict, and South Asian security", (Security
studies, vol 13, no 1, 2003)
20
Indian operation to push back infiltrators in the Kargil War.
21 Devint Hagerty, South Asia in world politics (USA, Rowman& Littlefield publishers
2005)
22
Indian claimed terrorists to be the members of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), and Jaish-eMohammed (JeM), two Pakistani based militant organizations.
23 P.R. Chari, Pervez Iqbal Cheema & Stephen P. Cohen, Four Crises and a Peace
Process, American Engagement in South Asia, (Washington, The Brookings Institution,
2007)
24
While Explaining the level of Indian mobilization in 2001 Peter R. Lovay said: Soon after
terrorist attacks on its parliament building around 23 Indian divisions and all its three strike
crops along with armoured division and 600 aircrafts were deployed in Rajasthan and Punjab.
Additionally it cancelled all leaves and the army day parade as well.
25
Shaun Gregory, "Rethinking Strategic Stability in South Asia", (SASSU ,no 3, 2005)
19
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were nuclear capable, being conventionally inferior one is ready to use
them. Since the beginning of the crises nuclear signaling was very much
there. In May, 2002 Pakistan also conducted three consecutive tests of
nuclear capable ballistic missiles, thus effectively communicating the
credibility of its nuclear threats 26 • Possession of weapons by any state
suggests that these will be used under some conditions. So in December,
2001, Pakistan described those circumstances as; destruction of large part
of Pakistani army or air force, loss of territory, economic and domestic
destabilization, beyond which it will not hesitate to exercise the nuclear
option 27 •
Keeping in view 1999 experience, when Pakistani nuclear capabilities
deterred India's will of expanding the crises, India launched large military
exercises in a nuclearized scenario in 2001-2002 crises. It also tested
Agni 128 and threatened Pakistan with massive retaliation had it used
nuclear weapons against its forces. 29 Some reports claimed that India had
actually deployed Agni-I during this crisis 30 • But others reject such claims by
stating that, despite verbal threats of nuclear use and signaling by missile
testing, neither side had actually deployed its weapons. 31 .
Such a situation caught the attention of international community.
China, Russia, Britain and USA, all were afraid of a nuclear catastrophe and
warned both countries about the possible dangers of such confrontation. 32
Bhumitra Chakma, The Politics of Nuclear Weapons in South Asia, (England, Ash gate
publishing Ltd, 2011)
21 Feroz Hassan Khan, "The Independence-Dependence Paradox: Stability Dilemmas in
South Asia", (Arms Control Association,2003)
28 Range of Agni I is 400-500 miles. Testing of a missile of such range during 2001-2002 crises
demonstrates that this missile was specifically tested for attacking Pakistan.
29 Peter R.Lavoy, "Managing South Asia's nuclear rivalry: New policy challenges for the
United States", (The non-proliferation review, 2003), Retrieved from:
http://cns.miis.edu/npr/pdfs103lavoy.pdf
30 Ibid.
31 Rid, Ahmed, Saeed. (2007-2008). India's ambitious Missile program and second strike
capability Regional Studies. 22 (1).
32 Rajesh M. Basrur, South Asia's Cold War: Nuclear Weapons and Conflicts in
Comparative Perspective (Oxon, Routledge, 2008)
26
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Crisis was diffused peacefully when Indians ordered the withdrawal of its
forces to peace time locations. 33Though American role was very decisive
during the crises but actually it was the threat of nuclear annihilation
which deterred India for operationalizing its war plans. A large number of
scholars in India, Pakistan, and the West agree to the fact that explicit
nuclear threats by Pakistan loomed high over the Indian decision making
authorities during the crisis.
Despite massive mobilization after the parliament attacks of 2001, no
significant political or strategic objective was gained by Indian forces.
Indian analysts and strategists assigned the responsibility of this failure to
Sundarji Doctrine. 34 According to them the failure of Indian forces to
deploy quickly after the governmental order35 provided Pakistan with an
opportunity to deploy its forces for counter offense and urge international
community to play its role for the diffusion of tensions. Critics of Sundarji
Doctrine demanded a new and more assertive strategy to deal with the
changed strategic environment. Thus, two years after Operation Parakram,
India devised its new war fighting policy named Cold Start (CS). 36
With this doctrine, three strike corps of Sundarji Doctrine ware
replaced by 8 small divisions called integrated battle groups (IBGs) 37, and
seven holding groups were renamed as Pivot corps and were provided with
additional artillery and infantry training for enabling them to conduct
limited offense. According to the plan, 8 IBGs with full coordination of IAF
33 Alex Stolar, "To the Brink: Indian Decision making and the 2001-2001 Stand-off'
(Stimson Center, vol 68, 2008)
34 Ali Ahinad, "The Logic of the 'Sundarji Doctrine'," !PCS, December 22, 2009,
http://www.ipcs.org/article/nuclear/the-logic-of-the-sundarji-doctrine-3029.html
35
Under Sundarji doctrine, there were seven holding crops stationed near Pakistani border,
which were trained and equipped only for defensive purposes. For offensive actions there were
three Strike crops, stationed inside central India. Thus when India ordered its forces of
offensive strikes in Pakistan on 18th December, 2001, Strike crops took almost three weeks to
reach IB. And during this time period whole strategic scenario got changed and India loses all
the rationales for attack.
36 Feroz Hassan Khan, "The Independence-Dependence Paradox: Stability Dilemmas in
South Asia", (Arms Control Association,2003)
37 IBGs will be a combination of mechanized arterially, infantry and armor units.
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and Navy will launch quick offences on multiple locations along Pakistani
border, enter Pakistani territory within seventy two to ninety six hours of
the orders and capture almost fifty to eighty kilometer of its territory. Such
objectives aim at demanding concessions from the later during post-war
dialogues. 38
Element of Surprise and pursuance of limited objectives are the hearts
of this new policy, and for this purpose its proponents stressed the need of
quick deployment and operation, so as to leave Pakistan and international
community with no time to craft any counter moves. And the time when
International community reaches to rescue Pakistan its IBGs would gain a
stranglehold over a thin piece of territory. One of the most important
aspects of this plan is Indian hope of operating below nuclear thresholds of
Pakistan. Indians argue that aims of such strikes are not to threaten
adversary's existence or territorial integration, thus leaving it with no
rationale for nuclear use 39 • Thus it can be said that the new strategy is
devised to engage Pakistan in short crises without crossing its nuclear
thresholds. 40 .
Successful implementation of the proposed strategy requires latest
weaponry, command and control system and extensive training. For this
purpose India started its aggressive military modernization program. In this
direction first step was the increase of its defense budget, purchase of
sophisticated artillery and the up-gradation of available assists. Second
step was initiation of different military exercises keeping in view the Cold
Start scenario. From 2004 to 2012, India conducted almost ten exercises,
after which Indians gained some success in employing essential elements
of CSD. Third step was initiation of organizational changes, and the

38Walter C Ladwig III, "A Cold Start for Hot War. The Indian army's new limited War
Doctrine" (International Security, vol 32, no 3, 2007-2008)
39 Sannia Abdullah, Cold Start in strategic calculus, (IPR!, vol 12, no 1, 2012), 1-27
«>waiter C Ladwig III, "A Cold Start for Hot War. The Indian army's new limited War
Doctrine" (International Security, vol 32, no 3, 2007-2008)
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creation of the South-Western command. New Command will work in
collaboration with Northern and western commands, thus making the
management of large number of IBGs manageable. 41
Pakistani analysts are of the view that: keeping in view Pakistan's lack
of strategic depth, the loss of a small piece of territory envisioned in CSD
would be a great strategic blow to Pakistan because most of its important
cities and communication lines lie next to its border. Thus limited war will
not remain limited if operationalized. 42 For countering India's aggressive
moves, Pakistan also launched a minimum military modernization program. For
Example, Spada-2000air defense system and Saab-2000 air borne early warning
and control aircrafts were inducted into Pakistan Air Force (PAF). In addition to
these, PAF is also in the possession of two squadrons of unmanned Ariel vehicles
(UAVs). All these new technologies will enable Pakistan to detect the movement
of all aircrafts from the forward bases of India. Thus Pakistani efforts have largely
undermined the surprise element of CSD. 43 In addition to military modernization,
Pakistan also focused on the training of its personnel and for this military
exercises, Azme-e-Nau, were conducted in 2010.44 PAF also initiated its exercises
High Markin the same year. These exercises demonstrated the military

preparedness of Pakistan's armed forces and were the expression of a joint
counter offense by its army and air force;. After these exercises, Zafar Nawaz
Japal, a renowned Pakistani defense analyst, opined that Pakistan is doing a lot to
counter Indian limited war aspirations but, without tactical nuclear weapons,
Pakistan cannot deter limited war fighting aspirations of lndia. 45 Following its
needs for maintaining strategic balance, Pakistan tested its short-range Hatf-946 in
April 2011 and within three months India reacted by testing Prahaar, with a range

Y I Patel, "Dig Vijay to Divya Astra: A Paradigm shift in the Indian Army's
Doctrine", (Bharat RakshakMonitor, vol 6, no 6, 2004)
42 Sannia Abdullah, Cold Start in strategic calculus, (IPR/, vol 12, no 1, 2012), 1-27
43Ibid
44
Masood Ur Rehman Khattak, "Indian Military's Cold Start Doctrine: Capabilities,
Limitations and Possible Response from Pakistan", (SASS/, vol 32, 2011)
45Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Tactical Nuclear Weapon: Deterrence Stability between
India and Pakistan, Retrieved From:
http://www.nps.edu/Academics/Centers/CCC/PASCC/publications/2012/2012_002
jaspal.pdf.
46Another short range missile Hatf-II/Abdali was successfully launched in 2012 by
Pakistan.
41
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of 60 km and 150 km respectively47 • Unlike a strategic weapon which is aimed at
targeting opponent's counter value targets, short-range/tactical nuclear weapons
{TNWs) are endeavored to be used in the battlefield during a war.48 Introduction
of TNWs in the strategic calculus of South Asia renewed the debate of deterrence
stability and instability. Some argue in favor of their deterrent value whereas
some present the horrific picture of their unauthorized use and the dangers of
the lack of escalation control. 49
Those, who oppose the proliferation of TNWs, claimed that it would be
quite difficult to establish a strong and reliable command and control
system for these weapons because, for ensuring their credibility, these
weapons must be deployed in the field, where its accidental use can
trigger a nuclear war 50 . On the other hand, those who speak in favor of the
stabilizing impacts of TNWs, argue that these weapons will ensure stability
because it will deter Indian obsession of fighting a limited war {CSD) with Pakistan
which threaten a nuclear exchange because of the latter's lack of strategic depth
and conventional asymmetry51. Presence of tactical nukes at both sides presents a
picture of enhanced deterrence because it will deter both from unnecessary
adventurism (limited wars). But if deterrence failed and a conventional war broke
out, then it would lead to devastating and catastrophic consequences 52 • Though
CSD aimed at countering the presumed cross-border terrorism but India remained
unable to control homegrown terrorist from killing the innocent Pakistanis
travelling through India via Samjhota express on 18th February 2007. 53

47
Masood Ur RehmanKhattak, "Indian Military's Cold Start Doctrine: Capabilities,
Limitations and Possible Response from Pakistan", (SASS/, vol 32, 2011)
48Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Tactical Nuclear Weapon: Deterrence Stability between India and
Pakistan, Retrieved From:
http://www.nps.edu/Academics/Centers/CCC/PASCC/publications/2012/2012_002j aspal.
pdf.
49Michael Krepon, Joshua T. Whit, Julia Thompson, & Shane Mason, Deterrence instability
and Nuclear weapons in South Asia, (Washington, Stimson Center, 2015).
50Ghazala Yasmin Jalil, "Tactical Nuclear Weapons and Deterrence stability in South
Asia:Pakistan's Stabilization-Destabilization Dilemma" (Strategic Studies, vol 34, no 1, 2014)
51 Beenish Altaf, "India-Pakistan and tactical nuclear weapons: Implications ofHatf-9" ([PCS,
2015)
52Amit Gupta, India, Pakistan and Tactical Nuclear Weapons, ([PCS, 2014)
53Ali Ahsan," The Evolution of Indian Nuclear Thought",(C/SS Insight, vol 2, no 4, 2014)
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2.

Samjhota Express incident
Samjhota Train service {also called peace train/ friendship express) was

an attempt towards peace building between India and Pakistan. Service
was initiated in 1976. During 2001-2002 crises, service was disrupted for
some time but later on was restored. Train connects Lahore and Wagah
{Pakistan) to New Delhi and Attari {lndia). 54 Samjhota Express became
subject to terrorist attack on 18th February 2007 near Panipat {Haryana,
India), a couple of days before Pakistani foreign minister had to leave for
Delhi for peace dialogues. 55 During these attacks, 60 people were killed,
most of whom were Pakistani nationals.56 Reacting to the incident,
Pakistan neither cancelled the dialogue process nor blamed Indian
government for the terrorist incident. Instead it condemned the episode as
an act to demolish dialogue process and demanded investigation and
punishment to those involved in the odious act of terrorism. 57 But Indian
harassment of Pakistani victims and denial of the entrance to Pakistani
High Commission personnel into hospital 58 raised concerns in Pakistan and
everyone started sensing a tense environment. 59
Soon

after the

incident,

reports started emerging about the

involvement of Hindu extremists behind the terrorist attack. 60 Indian

Ghazala Yasmin Jalil, "Tactical Nuclear Weapons and Deterrence stability in South Asia:
Pakistan's Stabilization-Destabilization Dilemma" (Strategic Studies, vol 34, no 1, 2014)
55
2007 Sarnjhota Express bombing", Retrieved from:
http://research.omicsgroup.org/index. php/2007_Sarnjhauta_Express_bombings
56SarnjhotaExpress, Retrieved from:
http://research.omicsgroup.org/index.php.org/Sarnjhauta_Express.
57RadhavinodRaju, "Sarnjhota express blast vs Mumbai terror attacks" (/PCS , 2011).
http://www.i pcs. org/article/india/ samj hauta-express-blast-vs-mumbai-terror-attacks3328 .html.
58 Officials Pakistani High Commission wants to meet their country fellows for moral support,
for assessing the exact situation and gaining firsthand information from the victims.
59 Naila Inayat, "A Case of Sarnjhota Express Massacer", (Hilal, 2011)
60 lndian Train Blasts no obstacle to Peace Talks. (2007). Accessed from
http://www . theage. com . au/new s/world/india-train-blas ts-no-obs ticle-topeacetalks/2007/02/19/1171733657966.html
54
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Investigating agency claimed the involvement of Swami Aseemanand and
other Indian army personnel in the blasts. 61 • In 2011, Swami confessed
before an Indian magistrate that he and other RSS fellows were actively
involved in the attacks. 62 Despite the lapse of so many years, India is yet
unable to trace and punish the culprits. In March, 2015, Pakistan Foreign
office called upon the Indian High Commissioner, and expressed concerns
over the slow pace in the handling of the Samjhota incident and the
release of Swami from police custody despite the confession. 63

3.

Mumbai crises
The stage for another Inda-Pakistan crisis was ready with the terrorist

attacks of November 2008. On 26th November, a group of ten terrorists
attacked Mumbai, the largest economic and entertainment city of lndia. 64
Out of these, nine attackers were killed and one, Amir Ajmal Kasab 65, was
arrested. Soon after the attacks, India declared that attackers were LeT
affiliates and also claimed the backing of Pakistan's security organizations
especially ISi in it. 66 Afterwards Indian Prime Minister threatened Pakistan
by claiming that any attack from Pakistani territory would not be tolerated
and that it would cost highly to Pakistan. 67
Instant reaction from Pakistan was that of condemnation of the
brutalities and denial of any involvement. India demanded the extradition
of twenty expected terrorists and a strong action against the home
Samjhota Express, Retrieved from:
http://research.omicsgroup.org/index. php.org/Samjhauta_Express. Accessed on 16 Jan
2016,
62 Shireen Mazari, Khurshid Mahmud Kasuri & Asad Durrani, "India-Pakistan relations:
security dynamics and future scenarios", (Policy Perspective, vol 6, no 1, 2009)
63 Samjhota Express tragedy's mystery still unresolved, Associated press of Pakistan, 2011
64 Hindu extremist confesses involvement in Samjhota Express bombing. The Express Tribune,
2011
65 lndia Claim Ajmal Kasab to be a Pakistani national and the local ofFaridkot, a small town in
Multan, Pakistan. But Pakistan rejected this claim.
66Fakistan Summons Indian DHC over delays in Samjhaota Express Trail, The News, 2015
67 Stephens M. Balakrishnan, "Protecting from brand burn during times of crisis: Mumbai a
26/11: A Case of the Taj Palace and Tower Hotel", (Management Research Review, vol 34,
no 12, 2011), 1309- 1334.
61
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residing terrorist organizations from Pakistan. Pakistan rejected the
demand of extradition on the grounds that there was no any such
agreement between the two countries. 68 But Asif Ali Zardari, President of
Pakistan, vowed to take strict action against all individuals and
organizations had New Delhi provided him with strong evidences. 69 • As
Pakistan and India were pursuing the path of mistrust, America intervened
and advised Pakistan to take serious actions against the terrorist
organizations on its territory because the Indians have intended to
instigate air strikes on specific targets 70 inside Pakistan and that America is
unable to stop Indian moves. 71 On December 7, Pakistan initiated a
crackdown in which large numbers of LeT associates were arrested
including, Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi, whom India claimed as the master mind
of the Mumbai attacks. By 10th December, UN declared JUD, mother
organization of LeT, as a terrorist group, and imposed financial sanctions
on some of the members of LeT72 • On very next day of the UN decision,
Pakistan sealed a number of JUD's offices operating on its soil, and its
leader, Hafiz Muhammad Saeed was put under house arrest. On 13 th
December the decisive decision of banning JUD was implemented. 73 On
14th December 2008, Indian air force (IAF) conducted flights on Indo-Pak
working border, and its leaders threatened Pakistan to use any option
available to them. 74 For countering any possible Indian offense, Pakistan
air force conducted air exercises over Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi and
Islamabad.

Polly Nayak& Michael Krepon, "The Unfinished Crises: US Crises management after the
2008 Mumbai attacks", (Stimson Center, 2012)
69Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, "Paradox of deterrence: India Pakistan strategic relations",
(Strategic Studies, vol 29, no 4, 2009), 23-36
10Suspected air strikes in Pakistan during Mumbai Crises was the practical implementation of
IndianCSD.
71 Michael Krepon & Nate Cohen, "Crises in South Asia: Trends and Potential
consequences", (Stimson Center, 2011).
12Umbreen Javaid & Mari um Kamal, "The Mumbai Terror 2008 and its impact on the lndo-Pak
Relations", (SouthAsianStudies, vol 28, no 1, 2013), 25-37
73Arundhati Roy, "The monster in the mirror", (2008), Retrieved from: theguardian.com.
74Michael Krepon& Nate Cohen, Crises in South Asia: Trends and Potential consequences,
(Stimson Center, 2011)
68
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Most importantly both India and Pakistan cancelled all leaves of armed
forces, which was indicative of a mass mobilization and attack. On one
side, war preparations were going on whereas on the other hand, on
January 5th , 2009, Indians presented to Pakistan and the international
media a database, claiming it as a proof of the involvement of Pakistani
citizens in the Mumbai massacre. 75 Reacting to the evidences provided by
India, Yousaf Raza Gilani, the then Prime Minister of Pakistan, said that
what India provided was just information and not evidence. 76 Though
unsatisfied, Pakistan yet trailed all those mentioned and arrested some,
including Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi and Hafiz Muhammad Saeed. Giving its
final verdict in February 2011, Lahore High Court dismissed all the
evidences provided by India, and ordered the release of Hafiz Saeed from
police custody. 77 Side by side news papers highlighted reports that some of
the governmental officials of India had claimed the involvement of their
government in the parliament (2001) and Mumbai (2008) attack. 78 Among
such reports and the claims and counter claims of the South Asian nuclear
neighbors, it is quite difficult to reach an exact conclusion regarding the
sponsors of the stated terrorist incidents. 79 •
4. Border Aggression (2014)

International Border and Line of Control between India and Pakistan
remained largely silent after 2003 when both countries decided to respect
each other's domains. But the year 2012 witnessed decline in the

Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, "Paradox of deterrence: India Pakistan strategic relations",
(Strategic Studies,vol 29, no 4, 2009), 23-36
16Michael Krepon& Nate Cohen, Crises in South Asia: Trends and Potential consequences,
(Stimson Center, 2011)
77Angel Rabasa, Robert D. Blackwill, Peter Chalk, Kim Cragin, C. Christine Fair, Brain A.
Jackson, Brian Michael Jenkins, Seth G. Jones, Nathaniel Shestak& Ashley J. Tellis, The
Less ions ofMumbai, (Santa Monica, RAND Corporation, 2009)
78 "Govt behind Parliament attack, 26/11: Ishrat probe officer," Times of India, July 14,
2013 http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Govt-behind-Parliament-attack-26/11-Ishratprobe-officer/articleshow/21062116.cms
79
Michael Krepon& Nate Cohen, Crises in South Asia: Trends and Potential consequences,
(Stimson Center, 2011)
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professed policy, violations increased in 2013 and in 2014, and severe
cross border abuses by India became a routine. This cross border
adventurism became a sore point between the nuclearized adversaries,
with the possibility of an inadvertent escalation. 80
Border violence became intensified after Bharatiya Janata party (BJP)
gained power in India and a radical Narendra Modi, well known as the
Butcher of Gujrat, became its PM. Throughout its election campaign, Modi
threatened Pakistan with a more aggressive foreign and defense policy. 81
Cross border bombardment of 2014 was so severe that defense analysts
termed these to be the cruelest since the lndo-Pak war of 1971.82 • DG
Punjab Rangers termed these assaults as small-scale wars. 83 Such large
scale violations resulted in huge number of causalities, injuries, and
infrastructural damage on Pakistani side. 84 In a letter to UN Secretary
General, Pakistan claimed to have faced a total of 174 violations by India
on LOC and 60 on International Border in 2014. Within ten days after their
initiation, these attacks resulted in 21 causalities, both military and civilian,
and almost 52 injuries. 85 •

Wpony Nayak & Michael Krepon, "The Unfinished Crises: US Crises management after the
2008 Mumbai attacks", (StimsonCenter, 2012)
81
Government behind terrorist attacks, 26/11: Ishrat Probe Officer, The Times ofIndia, 2013
82 Mohammad Munir, Prospects of India-Pakistan Relations (IPR/ Insight, vol 1, no 1,
2013)
83Julia Thompson, The dynamics of Violence along the Kashmir divide 2013-15 (Stimson
Center)
84 Kranti Kumara & Keith Jones, (2014). "India and Pakistan Trade Warnings over Escalating
Border Clashes", Retrieved From:
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2014/10/10/jait-o 10.html
85 "India fighting small-scale war with Pakistan: DG Rangers Punjab", The Express Tribune
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Rate of Ceasefire Violations: Days per Two-Week Period
2005-2015
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Immediate reaction from Pakistan was that of pro7 test to the Indian
High Commission and its government. It expressed its desire for regional
peace, and requested India to abide by ceasefire agreement for the
restoration of stability. 86 Pakistan has also reported Indian violence to
United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOFIP)
and requested to show restraint. 87 Instead of reacting to Pakistani
demands, Indian government and media blamed Pakistan for the initiation
of non-provocative border aggression 88 and threatened it with severe and

Sajjad Shaukat, "Why India Continues Cross-border Shelling?", 2014, Retrieved from:
http://readersupportednews.org/pm-section/86-86/26368-why-india-continues-crossborder-shelling
87Mateen Haider, "Pakistan Writes letter to UNSG over LOC Violations by India", Dawn,
2014
88 lrnran Sadiq, "At least one killed: 12 Injured in India-Pak Cross Border Firing", Dawn,
2014
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unacceptable punishment89 • In addition to this, Indian also terminated
foreign-secretary level dialogues, planned to be held in August 2014. 90
With the passage of time, threats of full-fledged confrontation were
gaining ground. The situation also alarmed the international community
and America warns both to show restraint and to utilize diplomatic
channels for diffusion of crises and resolution of disputes. 91 Pakistan has
also raised the issue in UN, Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and
European Union (EU). 92

Proxy wars: A Tool of State Policy
Apart from fueling a number of crises and near crises situations,
nuclearization has intensified the notion of proxy tactics between India and
Pakistan. India always claims Pakistan to be involved in cross-border
terrorism through financing and training Kashmiri freedom fighters.
Conventional superiority gives Indians an edge to respond massively
against any sub-conventional tactic by Pakistan, whereas the latter is left
only with protests against such design.
The history of Indian sub-conventional tactics against Pakistan goes
back to 1971, when India had successfully prompted a civil war in East
Pakistan. But proxy tactics were aggressively pursued after the overt
nuclearization because un-conventional balance deprived India of its
conventional advantage vis-a-vis Pakistan. Indian involvement in proxy
warfare against Pakistan was confirmed by the Jain Commission report. To
exactly quote the words of Dr. Shireen Mazari:
"The publication of the Jain Commission Report
for the Indian Government has confirmed what
"lndian Troops Continue to Violate LOC Ceasefire: ISPR", The Express Tribune, 2014
Kranti Kumara & Keith Jones, "India and Pakistan Trade Warnings over Escalating Border
Clashes", 2014, Retrieved From:https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2014/10/10/jait-o 10.html
91 "ModiJaitley warns Pakistan", The Hindu, 2014
92 Aymen ljaz, "LOC on Kashmir and Indo-Pak border violations: What India really wants",
The London Post, 2014
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many in South Asia had suspected all along: that
Indian intelligence services Research and Analysis
Wing (RAW) has been fomenting violent
destabilization within the domestic policies of the
South Asian states".93
While explaining Indian use of Afghan soil for conducting its proxy war
against Pakistan, Chuck Hagel, the US defense secretary, said: "India for
some time has always used Afghanistan as a second front and India has
over the years financed problems for Pakistan on that side of the
border" .94
Christine Fair, an American writer, claimed that Indians are heavily
financing in Balochistan, and Brahamdagh Bugti, leader of the terrorist
BLA, is being protected by RAW and KHAD. 95 Indian army chief, VK Singh
while confessing his country's involvement said in September 2013 that he
raised a special Technical Services Division to operate inside Balochistan
and Azad Kashmir.96 Dramatic increase in Indian offence was felt after the
empowerment of Hindutva's political wing there. On 20 th January, 2013,
Sushil Kumar Shinde, Indian home minister, revealed that the ruling party,
in collaboration with RSS, is running terrorist training camps in India. Some
experts believe that these terrorists will be used as proxies against other
states. 97 The political and military leadership of Pakistan has claimed Indian
involvement in a number of suicide and other terrorist acts. Manohar

lmran Sadiq, "At least one killed: 12 Injured in India-Pak Cross Border Firing", Dawn,
2014
94 N aveedAhmad, "India's Ambitions remain strong", 2014, Retrieved From:
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95 Shireen M. Mazari, "India's Unconventional War Strategy", Retrieved from:
http://www.defencejoumal.com/jan99/rawfacts.htm
96"India financed problems for Pakistan in Afghanistan: says US defense secretary nominee
Chuck Hagel", The Times oflndia, 2013, Retrieved from:
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Parrikar's,

Indian

defense

minister,

statement

2015: "Neutralize terrorists through terrorists

only" 98

of

25 th

May,

is quite evident of

the fact that proxy wars are now used as a policy option.
As the situation was becoming uncontrollable, Pakistan presented
documented proofs (including videos and audios) of Indian sponsoring of
terrorist elements in Karachi, FATA and Balochistan to Ban Ki- moon, the
then UN Secretary General. In addition to the Secretary General, foreign
ministers of fifteen states were also briefed over the issue. 99

Despite

Pakistani urge to international community for pressurizing India to stop its
covert designs for destabilizing Pakistan, India has continued its tactics, as
was evident by the arrest of a serving Indian Navy officer Kulbhushan
Yadav from Balochistan on March 3 rd , 2016. 100 Spy Yadav has admitted
that his country is involved in "dissident activities" and is also aiming to
create a "sectarian tiger force" to intensify sectarian unrest in Pakistan .101
In the background of the increased sub-conventional tactics by the
adversary, Pakistan Army in 2013 has reviewed and changed its doctrine.
The new military doctrine mentioned the home-grown and foreign-aided
terrorists (specifically mentioned "Foreign proxies") as a big threat to the
state. This is considered as a radical change by the analysts because since
its inception India has been considered as the existential threat to
Pakistan. Several reasons are described for this change but the most
important reasons were:
•

Proofs of foreign involvement in terrorist activities 102 •

SanjeevMiglani&Jhon Chalmers, "BJP puts No First Use nuclear policy into doubts", (New
Delhi, Reuters, 2014)
99Ahsan Ali Zahid&HasanEhtisham, "Pakistan: Terrorism, Deception and India", 2015,
Retrieved From: http://thelondonpost.net/pakistan-terrorism-deception-and-india/.
100
"Fighting Terror with Terrorists: Indian defense minister outlines strategy for new proxy
war", The Express Tribune, 2015
101
"Dossiers on Indian sponsored Terror in Pakistan handed over to UN: Sartaj Aziz", Geo
News, 2015, Retrieved from: https://www.geo.tv/latest/6500-dossiers-on-indian-sponsoredterror-in-pakistan-handed-over-to-un-sartaj-aziz
102"Indian Spy comes clean in government aired video", The Nation, 2016
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• The increasing numbers of terrorist incidents.
•

Doctrinal compulsion to concentrate on the Eastern front.

• The

lack

of adequate

training

for

sub-conventional

warfare .103
Explaining the changed priorities, Asim Saleem Bajwea (DG ISPR) said:
Sub-conventional threat is a reality and is part of the threat challenges
faced by Pakistan but it does not mean that conventional threat has gone
away. 104 It becomes clear from the above statement that the change of
military doctrine is attributed to the changed security scenarios 105 of South
Asia, in which proxy wars and sub-conventional tactics affect the state
policy.

Kashmir Intifada and Pak-India Tensions 2016
Currently, Pakistan-India relations are going an uneasy way. The
present turbulence owes its origin to the extra-judicial killing of Burhan
Wani, Kashmiri Freedom fighter, by Indian forces on 8 th July 2016 and the
resultant popular uprising in Indian held Kashmir. 106 The terrorist attack of
September 18t\ 2016 on the Indian Army base at Uri has added fuel to fire
because of the irrational Indian attitude. India claimed

Pakistani

involvement in the attack and its PM vowed to avenge its neighbor and to
isolate it. 107 Temperature was mounting with aggressive statements,
political moves, and military alerts, and reached the climax with Indian
claims of successful surgical strikes against selected targets in Pakistani
"Transcript of RAW agent Kulbhushan's confessional statement", Dawn, 2016
"New Doctrine Army Identifies 'homegrown militancy' as biggest threat", The Express
Tribune, 2013
105 Pakistan believes India is using Afghan territory against it, through training and financing
anti-Pakistan elements there.
103

104

Mansoor Jafar, "Pakistan's new military doctrine under Indian Threat", Alarabiya News,
2013
107Manoj Joshi, "Pakistan's Army Finally sees the enemy within as greatest security threat
than India", 2013, Retrieved from:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indoahome/indianews/article-2258073/pakistans-army-finallysees-enemy-greater-security-threat-india.html.
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administered Kashmir. On its part, Pakistan has rejected all such claims and
condemned the unprovoked border aggression by its Eastern neighbor. 108
Due to threats of escalation, the villages located near the LOC were
evacuated. Sensing offense, Pakistan's Defense minister said: "We will
destroy India if it dares to impose war on us--------we have not made
atomic devices to display in a showcase" .109 Thus a danger of a war and
escalation was looming high over the continent. In addition to such
aggressive military posture, India is also reviewing years old "Indus-Water
Treaty", and it has successfully prevented the regional conference
scheduled to be held in Pakistan. Further, it has also banned Pakistani
artists on its soil. Pakistan has responded and banned the release of Indian
movies in Pakistan. 110 All these events illustrate an alarming situation but
at the same time it's a reminder of the fact that has there not been nuclear
deterrence both would have directly encountered each other. Following
diagram will demonstrate lndo-Pak escalatory ladder.

"New Doctrine: Army indentifies homegrown militancy as biggest threat", The Express
Tribune, 2013
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Ballistic Missile Defense: A threat to strategic stability
Some of the military development programs of India are endangering
the prevalent strategic stability of the region. India's BMD program is one
of those. The program owes its origin to the 1980's111 . BMD enables a
country to detect, track, intercept and destroy incoming ballistic
missiles. 112 • Indian BMD program was initiated with Russian assistance;
later on Israel also aided lndia 113 • Prithvi Air Defense (PAD) and Advanced
Air defense (AAD) are the two components of the Indian BMD program. 114
First test of the shield was conducted in 2006, followed by two more in
2007 and 2009. 115 In 2012, V.K. Saraswat, DRDO Chief, claimed that India
successfully developed the system and is able to protect two of its cities 116 •
But at the same time it should be remembered that the credibility of such
systems is not hundred percent sure even to the developed states of the
world. According to experts the major aim behind such developments is to
reach such a level of weaponry advancement that will neutralize the
capabilities of Delhi's opponents'. 117 Some Indian strategists argue that

Sanjeev Miglani & AsadHashim, "India says hit Pakistan based militants, Escalating
tensions", 2016, Retrieved from: http://www.reuters.com/article/us-pakistan-india-kashmiridUSKCNl lZ0IJ
112Bruce Wright, "Why are Pakistan and India fighting? Nuclear war threatened after
Kashmir attack at Uri military base, 2016, Cited from: http://www.ibtimes.com/why-arepakistan-india-fighting-nuclear-war-threatened-after-kashmir-attack-uri-2423462
113
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114
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Defense", (Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis)
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BMD would be quite helpful in guarding India from a retaliatory measure in
the face of its adventurism. 118
BMD can negatively affect the deterrence stability of South Asia
because the essence of deterrence lies in the retaliatory power and BMD
aims at ending the retaliatory capability of the opponent. 119 This perceived
advantage will encourage the defense and political elites of India to
implement its CSD or even a full fledged war which will lead to nuclear
instability. 120 Zulfiquar Khan, Defense analyst, opined that the system is
ineffective against cruise missile and Jaspal puts a question mark against its
100% utility in face of ballistic missiles as well. 121 Further, the short flight
time between India and Pakistan will not let BMD to target the incoming
missiles. 122 . So they maintain that BMD will not affect the deterrence
capabilities of Pakistan.
Whatever the reality may be, the fact is that the presence of such an
advanced shield in the hands of a giant aggressor compels Pakistan to take
effective countermeasures. 123 . Pakistan's cruise and short-range missiles
are most important developments to counter Indian BMD. 124 In 2013, ISPR
claimed that its SRBMs are designed to defeat Anti-Tactical Missile
systems. 125 • The defense shield also necessitates the change of Pakistan's
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nuclear strategy from non-deployment to launch-on-warning posture. 126

Conclusion
After reviewing the post 1998 situation in South Asia it can be said
that despite the assumptions of Optimists who claimed a stable and
peaceful outcome of overt nuclearization, India and Pakistan fought a
limited war in the Kargil hills and a number of crises. On the other hand,
Pessimists view point also provides a one-sided picture. Though both
states faced near war situations in 1999, 2001-2002, 2008 and 2016 but
nuclear deterrence restrained them from escalation. Thus nuclear
weapons deterred the two involved from indulging in full scale or
conventional wars but at the same time it remained unsuccessful in
establishing peace and stability as is evident from the periodic occurrences
of tensions. 127 Fact is that nuclear weapons are unable to control hostilities
at all levels of the spectrum. Actual regional situation lies somewhere
between the postulations of Optimists and Pessimists. And stabilityinstability paradox can best explain lndo-Pakistan relations after 1998
nuclear explosions, because this paradox is a synthesis of both optimist
and pessimists approaches, as it talks of the coexistence of nuclear and
conventional peace and low-intensity conflicts. 128
Induction of new weaponry systems like BMD by India has a potential
of exploiting an already turbulent regional situation. But Pakistan's counter
moves, increased production of fissile material, cruise missiles and TNWs,
for defeating BMD ensures the prevalence of deterrence stability at
strategic level. In addition to these developments, Indian refusal to engage
in dialogue for the resolution of core issue presents a problematic
situation.
6Though launch-on-warning is a destabilizing posture but it is necessary to ensure the
deterrence value of Pakistani arsenals.
127 Feroz Hassan Khan, Ryan Jacobs & Emily Burke, Nuclear Leaming in South Asia,
(Naval Postgraduate School, 2014)
128
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To conclude, it can be said that nuclearization of South Asia has
resulted in increased violence, in the form of sponsoring of non-state
actors, guerilla tactics, violation of LOC, 18 and limited wars. But positive
results are that no full scale war erupted between Pakistan and India since
their covert possession of nuclear technology. But prevention of crises
cannot be ensured in future unless India behaves like a responsible state
for resolving the root causes of conflict.
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